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'ONLIJiE SECONDARY RESEARCH INTHE ADVERTISING RESEARCH
CLASS: A FRIENDLY INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING

(AbstriCt)

/1 ,
In the shadows of the -computer revolution, many iadvertising.

programs have established new math and, computer sciencerequirements%
Despite these efforts to legislate new attitudes toward computers, ,

'students still exhibit fear and anxiety when asked to use a computer in
class. This paper reports on the use or online database Nisearching as '''

an exercise in the advertising research class. After Cme.yea?* of use,
the online assignment continues to be one of the favorite assignments
for students. Implementation Suggestions hOe been inclJded.

. ,
1.

- /

The computer and.information revolution4ias been accompanied' by_ :__

several 111/ linguistie phrases which have been 'ill-defined, but

heartily debated. 'These phrases have included, "computer literacy,"

computing 'literacy," "computer anxiety,", and an aberrant form-of

dialogue called computerese:" If theSe phrasel, were unfamiliar,

certainly the popular descriptions of the computer age as the "Micro
?

Millennium" by Christopher Evans (4) and the subsuming Character of a

"Network Nation" by Hiltz and Turroff X8) were enticingeenough to start

advertising faculties deliberating., BUt, despite faculty,considerition

f computer alternatives, advertising students have exhibited fear of

using the computer,especially in research classes.

In order to promote computing literacy'among advertising students

an effov was maide to find an assignment which would require minimal

computer skills, yet which would be "perckivedl(as a computer/

assignment by students. kb
.

important0'equisite for this assignment was

relevance to academics for the Student. The assignment chosetwas the

use of online da*base search techniques to find secondary: research

materials. Since the.database chosen also allowed various advertising



/'
and business topics to be examined, the extension to other academic

areas was guaranteed. Since the introduction of the secondary research f

assignment, others have used online techniques in advertisi,ng

education, including the use of online techniques in=a media course by

Gusse and Lahcaster (7k.

The InstructiOhal Logistics of Online Searching

There were everal alternaticves 'to be considered for online

database searchi Advertising Marketing Intelligence (AMI) by J.

and the New York Times offers student rates for their

For reasons of student' numbers, this database was

Walter Thompson

database. (3)

elmininated from consideration. Nearly 300 students year were

predicted to use the sgrvice. Commercial vendors, like Compusery and
0

-~

The .Source .(5) were considered, but deemed too expensive. The most

e ,economical service was' provided by the "Classroom Ins'tructioh-14ogram"

offered by Dialog Information Services.- Fbr-a charge of $15 per hour,

students could use over 100 different databases.

Dialog included such popular databases as ERIC, PSYCHINFO, the

cline equivalent to Psychological Abstracts, and ABI/INFORM,
0 .

biliographic database with business periodical information in it. Of

particular interest was a-database called ADTRACK, which is a database

which inckudes-abstraCts-for consumer advertisements from consumer

designed for use primarily on
:h

magazines. (2) The 4ssignments 'were

ABI/INFORM and ADTRACK.



,Several-constraihUs. were included in the, use of online serivites to,

'reduce the telephone connect time. They were as follows: 1) stud nits

were assigned to work -in team's of, a, t

.bibliographic references

references were chargedat $.20 t

5 individuals; 2) the number. :)t-1.

Were 'minimized, since ,indiv-idual

search petups were.25 each; 3)

graded. and Corrected before. signing

c9nnect

ti

time.,

on the computerto reduce the

Cthe Secondary Research Assignmenti

For students, one

.
minimal number or

t
commands necessary to complete a search. With only

_ t° ,
a '

four commands, "Begin,"."Explain," "Select Sets," and "Type," students
1 ,

primary adVantage of the Dialog system was the

were expected to master the system quickly. Over the per Ind, of one

year, or four different sections of the research courser/ the structure

of the assignment was varied. .During the initial stages, the

aesignments allowed little freedom for the student.' to experiment.

Later, more alternatives were allowed. The assignment was usually

structured as foAlows: 4) students were asked to find - information about

advertising topics, like cable television adverts Ong, in.A131%1NFORN

b) students were asked to use ADTRACK to find how,many times a,.specific1/4

sopkesperson was used; c) a second ADTRACK search was used to, examine

competitive strategy, such'as, "Find out htm many, personal computer

manufacturers are using business
I
weeklies in their print ad4ertising

strategies."
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In recent months, the first part of the database search assignment

was altered so-students had more freedometo dxplore areas of their own'

interest. -They. were asked to prepare -search objectives for any

'advertisilig-related topic which they wanted to search. Once the search

objectivei and command outline was completed correctly, ,the students
I

were allowed to perform their search. Another alteration in the

assignment was to provide a very basic search which could be typed into

the terminal by the student. This was added as the.jnitiil assignment*

for students. Since students commonly made typing errors, the prepared
4

".

ich a student coUld:evaluate his orsearch provided a vehicle throu

her understanding before, searching. One the rote assignment was

,

completed, students went on to their own.blbliographic search, and to

the ADTRACK Searches:.

Instructor Preparation

Instructor preparation for the databas search, assignment_ was

facilitated by. the "Classroom InstructiOn Program" package, and the

assistance of personnel from Corporate Intelligence, Inc., owners of

ADTRACK. The Classroom-Instruction Program from Dialog included a free

System Seminar for th% instructof. Corporate Intelligence provided

free ADTRACK manuals'and training aids for the instructor, in addition

to assistance during the initial implementation stage of the project. .

For instructors with little computer experience, a necessary addition

to classroom materials would be the Dialo Gin e to Searching" (6) ,

an y

i.
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C*h'

- ,

which proyides information ,about commtqcatibn between, individual

'1.
lerminalt and the Dialog sysieth-via Telenef,'TyTenef, and Unnet.',,

*
In the classroom, the instructor had, to provide information ;about

various database concepts, including the use of the Boolean ope latbl"
*

. ,

r.

AND and OR, for the setectiOn of sets. For UTRACK,:students hadlItO be

t

informed about the use of prefix search commands, in order tAxamina
d=

various.spokespersons or corporations in the advertisements?. The
, . ,-- .

ADTRACK°'
A

"Training Seminar" manual (1), and the "System Seminar" manual

from Dialog 9) provided more ,th6n adequate Support; Both manuals have
.

:',

y
rewell pr d examplds for the'nov,ice inskructor,

Cott and Student Reaction:

For'sections of the.Advertising Resarch clasi' with enrollments-
. 4

60 students, the average per term cost.has been $256.. This cost hay

been Covered by contribuXions from clients whose product or service has

been to object of 'research for subsequent campaigns ciatses. Some

institutions would probably find a minimal.laboratory fee necessary for

the search assignment.

, Student reaction to the database assignment has been more positive

than expected. Initially, attempts were made to have students fill out

evaluations of the assignments; but, these essentially showed the only

deficiency to be too few searches. All students thought the assignment
.

fiery relevant to their career In' advertising; but more importantly,Y

they thought it relevant to academic success in their senior level

classes. From reactions to the assignment, it was possible to see

(4v.



confidence 'in student use pf the computer grow considerably. Feedback

( about the ,success of the assignment w s offered. by university

librarians who found students from the Advertising Research class vei-y

dit
knookledgeable about search concepts and techniques.

t 0.

.
Other.adverti rs will undoubtedly find. the' techniques

a.

well received udents. With the large number of databases

.

. .
.

it

available2lhere are .no doubt .c less variations and poss

f9r this assignment.

2.
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